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MAKING THIRTEEN COLONIES
Description:

Making Thirteen Colonies is the story of how each of the original American colonies
was formed and what social, economic, and religious factors caused the English colonists to set out for
North America in a quest for freedom. The founding of Jamestown, the beginnings of slavery in North
America, the Salem witch trials, and a cast that includes Pocahontas, Roger Williams, Daniel Boone,
and Oliver Cromwell are all part of this dramatic adventure in A History of US.

Teaching & Student Activity Highlights:
• read, recite, and interpret a rap about the
colonies
• present a readers’ theater – the Salem witch
trials
• participate in a colonial talk show
• design a commemorative stamp
• compare accounts of enslaved Africans
• analyze and interpret the Mayflower Compact

• examine tombstones from a New England
village as primary source documents
• analyze and interpret documents about
apprenticeship
• simulate an apprenticeship
• read a pirate biography and create a first person
pirate account

The Lessons
Section 1
Lesson 1 Beginnings
Lesson 2 The Civilizations of Africa
Lesson 3 The English Arrive
Lesson 4 A Tale of Twin Colonies
Lesson 5 John Smith
Lesson 6 The Starving Time
Review Lesson
Section 2
Lesson 7 Toe Hold
Lesson 8 1619
Lesson 9 Cultures in Conflict
Lesson 10 From Free to Unfree
Lesson 11 Mayflower Compact
Lesson 12 Pilgrims, Puritans, Indians
Review Lesson
Section 3
Lesson 13 Yankee Colonial Life
Lesson 14 Free and Unfree in the New England
Colonies
Lesson 15 Roger Williams
Lesson 16 Hutchinson & Dyer
Lesson 17 Witch Fever

Lesson 18 Land Greed, More Colonies, & Conflict
Lesson 19 Popés Rebellion
Review Lesson
Section 4
Lesson 20
Lesson 21
Lesson 22
Lesson 23

Sweden and Holland Want A Share
English Revolution
Penn’s Woods
Free and Unfree in the Middle
Colonies
Lesson 24 Ben in Those Crazy Glasses
Review Lesson
Section 5
Lesson 25
Lesson 26
Lesson 27
Lesson 28

Maryland
Virginia Plantation Life
Southern Town Life
Free and Unfree in the Southern
Colonies
Lesson 29 The Carolinas
Lesson 30 Georgia
Lesson 31 What’s a Colony?
Lesson 32 Dan’l Boone
Review Lesson

THE FOLLOWING LESSONS ARE INCLUDED IN THIS SAMPLE SET: Lessons 10, 13 and 25
To view the listing of materials needed for student activities,
see the ‘RESOURCES” section in each sample Lesson.
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THEME

In the seventeenth century, the English colonists
redefined slavery in ways that had brutal impact on
the unwilling and enslaved immigrants from Africa,
with lasting consequences for the nation the
colonies would become.

OVERVIEW

In ancient Greece, Plato wrote that every person has
slaves among his ancestors. Four thousand years
ago the Egyptians held slaves, likewise the Greeks
and Romans over two thousand years ago and the
Spanish over a thousand years ago. Muslims
enslaved Christians; Christians enslaved Muslims.
For centuries, Africans enslaved defeated enemies
knowing that the next year the tables could turn
and they would be enslaved. Slavery was often
considered a humane alternative to death for
prisoners of war. Five hundred years ago, Europeans
enslaved non-Christians, thoroughly convinced that
they did so for the heathens’ benefit.
For centuries, the enslaved had rights. They lived
with their owners and became integral members of
the community. They could work themselves free
and marry into their owner’s family, inherit from
their owner, and own property, including slaves.
Enslaved people performed regular household
duties or practiced trades. Surely many of the
enslaved survived under backbreaking toil and
brutal circumstances, but most often laws protected
them from mistreatment. Rather than outcasts
without hope, the enslaved were temporary victims
of circumstance.
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Obviously, the North American colonists in the
seventeenth century had not discovered a new idea.
They did, however, put a new and more sinister face
on slavery, changing it very gradually, law by law
and colony by colony from a temporary, political or
religious-based condition to a racial, hereditary
state. Many factors contributed to this disastrous
shift, most of all an insatiable greed on the part of
white colonists to make vast fortunes.
People in the colonies lived in two conditions, free
and not free. Poor Europeans, Africans, and Native
Americans as indentured servants were most often
not free. This status gave them much in common;
they lived and worked together. They ate together,
combining recipes, and they shared herbal cures,
myths, and legends. They married and had children
together. They endured the same hardships and
experienced the same contempt from their owners;
they got drunk together, sabotaged, rebelled, and
ran away together. They shared resentment toward
their owners and the wealthy ruling class in general.
Most important, as indentured servants, the
Europeans, Africans, and Native Americans shared
the expectation of eventual freedom from servitude
and working for their own profit and welfare.
Early in the settlement of the colonies, the English
poor willingly sold four to seven years of their labor
for passage to the New World. The population of
England had grown from under three million in
1500 to over five million in 1650. Between one-half
and two-thirds of the immigrants in the seventeenth
century came as indentured servants. Several
factors, however, made European servants unsuitable for long-term exploitation by those who wished
to accumulate fast fortunes. First, Christians felt
some scruples about enslaving fellow Christians.
Second, the supply was not endless. European
indentured servants wrote to relatives in their home
countries about conditions of service in the colony.
If they reported terrible conditions, no one wanted
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to come. Servants from Europe, if mistreated, could
also appeal to the law for redress, or run away and
disappear into the general population that looked
like them. White indentured servants eventually
demanded their freedom dues: a bushel of corn, a
new suit of clothes, a gun, one hundred acres of
land, and equal rights. Thus they became
competitors to their former owners. These
expenses, and the shortage and rapid turnover of
indentured servants forced a search for other
sources of labor.
Exploiting Native Americans did not work out well.
Although the Europeans enslaved them in small
numbers, their unsuitability for the intensive
agricultural work, their susceptibility to European
diseases, their ability to disappear into the wilderness, and their decrease in numbers from wars with
the colonists made Native Americans unattractive
for bondage.
Eventually, the wealth-hungry colonists turned to
Africans. The model for enslaving Africans already
existed in the Caribbean. Enslaving non-Christians
did not prick the Christian conscience, and in fact
could be rationalized as a good deed. Africans
could not return to their homeland or communicate
with relatives at home about their plight; therefore
mistreatment did not affect supply, which seemed
inexhaustible. Africans as non-Christians had no
legal protection, and they could not disappear into
the crowd. Africans brought with them important
skills, especially in agriculture. They had some
immunity to European diseases through centuries of
trading with whites. Enslavement for life solved the
problem of competition from former servants, the
expense of freedom dues, and the need to replace
labor as indentures expired. Hereditary enslavement
kept the owners’ investment viable for generations.
The lucrative possibilities of African slave trade led
to the horrible transition from servitude based on
economic, religious, and political difference to
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bondage based on skin color. The European
colonists slowly began to view Africans not as
heathens in need of conversion (a changeable state)
but as non-Europeans, black people who would
remain forever black and inferior. At the same time
they shifted from describing themselves as
Christians to describing themselves as whites. This
racial difference could never be changed.
From the 1660s, colonies began to enact laws that
codified slave relations, most important that
enslavement lasted for life and the children of
enslaved women would be enslaved. Slaves codes
defined humans in the same terms as real estate. By
1680, the colonial governments had well codified
the system of slavery. Under this system a human
being became chattel—an article of property that
could be bought sold, punished, loaned, used as
collateral, or willed to another. In some colonies,
slaves were not persons under the law. They had no
legal rights, they could not own property, vote,
serve as witnesses or on juries or make contracts.
Slaveholders encouraged the formation of black
families for economic reasons; slaves with families
to protect were less likely to run away or risk being
sold away. However, many slaveholders did not
recognize slave marriages and broke up enslaved
families for economic reasons: through sale; if the
purchase of new land required skilled workers; for
lack of work on a plantation; if the owner needed
money. A will at the death of an owner master could
send family members to different heirs.
The prime mover in development of the slave trade
was the pious yet avaricious Prince Henry the
Navigator. For many years the Portuguese sailors
could not sail beyond Cape Bojador in the northwest
because prevailing north to south winds prevented a
ship that sailed down the west coast of Africa from
sailing back. The borrowing of the triangular lateen
sail from the Arabs and invention of the sternpost
rudder finally enabled ships to sail into the wind
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and return. With these improvements added to the
easy-to-navigate caravel, the Portuguese could sail
around the coast of West Africa to the Bight of
Benin. Hearing stories of great wealth in African
gold and Asian spices, Prince Henry sent his ships
to explore.
At first the traders, both European and African, held
one another in mutual respect. The king of Benin
could trade with Europeans without the overland
middlemen. The Portuguese received permission to
build a trading post, Elmina, to trade ivory and gold.
The English and soon the Dutch arrived in Benin.
The king of Benin controlled all trade with the
Europeans through his appointed agents.
An ominous change in trade began as the other
European nations hungered for labor in their New
World colonies. Workers from the homeland and
Native Americans could not fill the great need.
European nations fought one another to trade iron,
guns, gunpowder, mirrors, knives, cloth, beads and
shells for human beings. The Dutch pushed out the
Portuguese. The French and English pushed out the
Dutch. The Pope, in 1493, forbid Spain to trade in
slaves but Spain had the asiento, the consent for
other nations to import slaves to its New World
colonies. By mid-eighteenth century the British had
full control of the West African slave trade. The
Royal African Company founded in 1672 held a
monopoly until 1698 when the crown opened slave
trading to all British citizens.
Because slavery was already a fact of life, a smallscale traffic in slaves did not alarm the Africans. By
that time human beings became the main trading
commodity, and the Europeans had built sixty slave
forts along the West African Coast. Africans
cooperated with the Europeans in the slave trade.
Margaret Washington, associate professor of history
at Cornell University wrote:
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The slave trade took place between
European and African elites, both out to
gain more wealth. The Europeans, more
technically advanced, had goods to offer
the Africans that they do not have.
Nothing really essential to African
culture or economy, but they want it;
they are extras not necessities. This
trade does not benefit Africa economically and eventually does much harm.
The Africans are very careful not to
allow the Europeans into the interior.
They want to be sure they do not
infiltrate their land.
Merchants, farmers, the poor, and royalty became
hostages of the trade, kidnapped for profit.
European tools and especially guns traded for
human beings gave the coastal kingdoms a distinct
advantage in raids on inland tribes and against
former enemies. Ottobah Cugoano, a native of
Africa wrote, “But I must own, to the shame of my
own countrymen, that I was first kidnapped and
betrayed by some of my own complexion, who were
the first cause of my exile, and slavery; but if there
were no buyers there would be no sellers…”
Europeans encouraged rivalries to increase tensions
among African kingdoms for their own personal
gain, forcing unwilling tribes to raid or be raided.
Trade with the Europeans had become a vicious
business that in the end benefited only the slave
traders and destroyed much in Africa. Villages lost
an entire generation of men, the birth rate dropped,
and entire villages disappeared and with them their
cultures and histories. Africa now had to import
goods it once exported because the labor force and
artisans were gone.
The nightmare of enslavement began with treachery
of Africans against Africans. Venture Smith recorded
the circumstances of his kidnapping.
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The very first salute I had from them
was a violent blow on the back part of
the head with the fore part of a gun,
and at the same time a grasp around
the neck. I then had a rope put about
my neck, as had all the women in the
thicket with me, and were immediately
led to my father who was likewise
pinioned and haltered for leading.
Smith gives a horrific description of his father’s
resistance and violent murder at the hands of his
captors.
The shocking scene is to this day fresh
in my mind, and I have often been
overcome while thinking on it…. The
enemy had remarkable success in
destroying the country wherever they
went. For as far as they had
penetrated, they laid the habitations
waste and captured the people. The
distance they had now brought me was
about four hundred miles. All the
march I had very hard tasks imposed
on me, which I must perform on pain of
punishment. I was obliged to carry on
my head a large flat stone used for
grinding our corn, weighing as I should
suppose, as much as twenty-five
pounds; besides victuals, mat and
cooking utensils. Though I was pretty
large and stout at my age, yet these
burdens were very grievous to me,
being only six years and a half old.
On the death march to the coast about fifty percent
of the captives died of vile treatment, starvation, or
exhaustion.
Those who reached the coast found themselves
herded into dungeons until Europeans came to sort
them out and make their purchases. John Barbot, an
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agent for the French Royal African Company,
described the scene.
As the slaves come down to Fida from
the inland country, they are put into a
booth or prison, built for that purpose
near the beach, all of them together;
and when the Europeans are to receive
them, every one of them, to the
smallest member, men and women
being all stark naked. Such as are
allowed good and sound, are set on one
side, and the others by themselves,
which slaves so rejected are there
called Mackrons, being above thirty five
years of age, or defective in their limbs,
eyes or teeth; or grown gray or that
have the venereal disease, or any other
imperfection. These being set aside,
each of the others, which have passed
as good is marked on the breast, with a
red-hot iron, imprinting the mark of the
French, English, or Dutch companies,
that so each nation may distinguish
their own, and to prevent their being
chang’d by the natives for worse, as
they are apt enough to do. In this
particular, care is taken that the
women, as tenderest, be not burnt too
hard.
The branded slaves, after this, are
returned to their former booth, where
the factor is to subsist them at his own
charge, which amounts to about twopence a day for each of them, with
bread and water, which is all their
allowance. There they continue some
times ten or fifteen days, till the sea is
still enough to send them aboard…
The nightmare continued on the Middle Passage, so
called because it was the middle leg of the triangle
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trade between Europe, Africa, and the New World
colonies. Triangular trade transported manufactured goods from Europe to Africa where they were
traded for Africans who were sold in Brazil or the
West Indies or traded for tropical goods. The North
American variation took manufactured goods from
the colonies to West Africa to trade for slaves that
were taken to the West Indies and exchanged for
sugar and molasses.
A typical Middle Passage crossing took sixty to
ninety days, but some voyages lasted up to four
months. On the slave ships, people were packed
between decks in spaces too low for standing. A
ship’s surgeon observed, “They had not so much
room as a man in his coffin either in length or
breadth.” The heat was unbearable and the air
unbreatheable. Men, shackled together, often
awoke to find themselves shackled to a corpse.
People lay on their back with their heads between
the legs of other captives; with no sanitary facilities,
this was terrible. Sailors claimed they could smell a
slave ship five miles down wind. Diseases such as
smallpox and yellow fever spread. The dead and
even the not-yet-dead were thrown overboard to
stall epidemics. Sailors observed that expectant
sharks followed the ships across the Atlantic. Once
a day, in fair weather only, captives were released to
the deck and made to dance while the crew cleaned
below decks.
Whenever and wherever they could, the Africans
resisted their captivity and barbarous treatment.
One trader wrote, “Negroes were so willful and loath
to leave their own country, that they have often
leap’d out of the canoes boat and ship, into the sea,
and kept under water till they were drowned.” Sea
captains avoided purchasing their cargo from one
region only. If the Africans shared a common
language, they could communicate and plan
insurrection onboard the ship. Many hunger strikes
and insurrections did take place. Small crews had to
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control great numbers of captives, so they used
cruel measures, forced feedings, iron muzzles,
whippings, mutilation, and throwing rebels
overboard. Some captives sought death by throwing
themselves overboard, perhaps believing that death
would return them to Africa. In 1700, John Barbot
related how the crew of the Don Carlos ended a
mutiny in which the Africans made weapons from
iron torn off the ship’s forecastle floor and attacked
the crew. “We stood in arms, firing on the revolted
slaves of whom we killed some and wounded
many…and many of mutinous leapt overboard and
drowned themselves in the ocean with much
resolution.”
By 1680, The Royal African Company transported
5,000 African captives annually. By the eighteenth
century, the British transported 45,000 Africans
annually. In 300 years the Europeans made more
than 54,000 voyages and transported ten to twelve
million Africans to the Americas. Of these, most
went to the West Indies, Brazil or other Latin
American countries; about five percent went to
North America.
Between ten and twenty percent of the Africans died
on the voyage. Those who survived the Middle
Passage, even those from diverse kingdoms who
were enemies in their homeland created a bond
based on their shared nightmare and their need to
survive in the foreign, hostile environment of the
New World. Although torn from loved ones in Africa,
they formed new families with their fellow survivors.
Their main concerns did not lie with serving their
slaveholders, but rather with obtaining the
necessities of life for themselves and their families
and, most important, with obtaining their freedom.
The first generation of enslaved Africans hoped for
a miracle that would set them free and return them
to Africa. They felt as eager and determined and
entitled to be free as the generation of African
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Americans that witnessed the Civil War. Enslaved
African Americans never abandoned the struggle to
be free.

STANDARDS
HISTORICAL THINKING
The student will

Chronological Thinking
• distinguish between past, present, and
future time
• reconstruct patterns of historical
succession and duration
Historical Comprehension
• evidence historical perspectives
• read historical narratives imaginatively
• draw upon data in historical maps
• utilize visual and mathematical data
presented in charts, Venn diagrams, and
other graphic organizers
Historical Analysis and Interpretation
• compare or contrast differing sets of
ideas, values, personalities, behaviors,
and institutions
Historical Research Capabilities
• formulate historical questions
• obtain historical data
Historical Analysis and Decision-Making
• identify issues and problems in the past

RESOURCES

CONTENT
The student will demonstrate understanding of

The early arrival of the Europeans and
Africans in the Americas, and how these
people interacted with Native Americans
• How diverse immigrants affected the
formation of European colonies
 trace the arrival of Africans in the
English colonies in the seventeenth
century and the rapid increase of slave
importation in the eighteenth century
• How the values and institutions of
European economic life took root in the
colonies; how slavery reshaped European
and African life in the Americas
• African life under slavery
 analyze the forced relocation Africans to
the English colonies in North America
and the Caribbean
 analyze how African Americans drew
upon the African past to develop a new
culture
 analyze overt and passive resistance to
slavery

For each student
Making Thirteen Colonies by Joy Hakim: Chapter 38,
“A Nasty Triangle,” pages 138-142 (2d ed. p.
144-148)
Student Sheet: Slavery in North American Colonies—
Slavery in Africa
For each team
Document Packet: Two Africans Tell Their Stories
For the classroom
Vocabulary words written on chart paper
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Web sites
Africans in America: The Terrible Transformation
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1.html
John Barbot, “Prepossessed of the Opinion…That
Europeans are Fond of their Flesh” http://vi.uh.
edu/pages/mintz/1.htm
Documenting the American South http://metalab.
unc.edu/docsouth/neh/cugoano/cugoano.html
Origins of Slavery in Colonial America http://www.7.
bcity.com/history/earlyslaves.htm
The Roots of American Slavery: A Bibliographical
Essay http://www.stratfordhall.org/schwarz.htm
Venture Smith http://vi.uh.edu/pages/mintz/4.htm
Olaudah Equiano, They…Carry off as Many as They
can Seize” http://vi.uh.edu/pages/mintz/3.htm
Securing the Leg Irons: Restriction of Legal Rights of
Slaves in Virginia and Maryland, 1625-1791
http://earlyamerica.com/revie w/ wi nt er96/
slavery.html
Chronology of the History of Slavery: 1619-1789
http://innerrcity.org/holt/slavechron.html
American Religious Experience http://www.users.
interport.net/~wovoka/aar99.htm

VOCABULARY

Words to Remember
Middle Passage — middle part of the triangle trade
routes that carried enslaved humans from Africa
to the West Indies and North American colonies
emancipation — freedom
flogged — beaten with a whip or stick
loathsome — terrible, hateful, disgusting
People to Remember
Olaudah Equiano — African native of Benin who
was kidnapped as a child and enslaved in
Virginia, he eventually became free, went to
England, and wrote his autobiography.
Places to Remember
West Indies — islands off the southern coast of
North America with large sugar cane plantations
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The Lesson
FOCUS ACTIVITY

FOCUS ACTIVITY – 5 minutes
1. Remind students how the slave trade began
(Africans wanted European goods; Europeans
wanted laborers to work in their North American
colonies).
2. Ask students to turn to the map “Triangles of
Trade” on page 139 (2d ed. p. 145) of Making
Thirteen Colonies. Locate West Africa on the map.
Remind them of the great civilizations that existed
in Africa a thousand to five hundred years ago. This
map refers to a later time after the Europeans could
sail wherever they wanted to go without worrying
about sailing into the wind or becoming hopelessly
lost.
3. Ask the students to recall what important events
occurred as a result of the Europeans’ ability to sail
wherever they wanted to go? (They sailed around
the coast of Africa; they sailed west in search of
routes to China; they discovered and explored the
American continent that they had not known
existed.)
4. Tell students that this map shows the routes of
slave trade that existed in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries when the North American
colonies needed laborers in order to grow and
prosper.

TEACHING
ACTIVITY

TEACHING ACTIVITY – 25 minutes
1. Examine the map with the students to be sure
that they understand it.
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What continents does the map show?
What do the dotted lines in different colors
show?
What do the arrows show?
Where did the triangles of trade begin and
end?
What cargos did ships carry on each side of
the triangle?

•
•
•
•
•

2. Tell the students that the part of the triangle that
carried enslaved people from Africa was called the
Middle Passage. Ask them why it was so named. (It
was the middle part of the journey.)
3. Introduce the vocabulary written on chart paper.
4. Reading for a Purpose: Tell students that you
will read together about the slave trade. Ask them
to imagine what it would be like to take the Middle
Passage as a kidnapped African.
•
•
•
•

How would they react?
How would they feel?
What would they miss about their old life in
Africa?
What would they expect from the Europeans?

Ask for student volunteers to take the part of
Olaudah Equiano, reading the passages that he
wrote describing his kidnapping and experience on
the Middle Passage.
5. Reading for a Purpose: Students read pages
138-142 (2d ed. p. 144-148) excluding the sidebar
in Chapter 38 in Making Thirteen Colonies. Examine
the illustration of the slave ship at the top of page
138 (2d ed. p. 144).
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Invite students to compare their feelings with what
Olaudah Equiano expressed. Did any of his fears
seem foolish or superstitious? Remind the students
that he is remembering his thoughts as an elevenyear-old, and he had never seen white people
before. In what ways did he show bravery and good
sense? What do students think about the two
captives who escaped and jumped into the ocean?
(Explain that the net around the ship was meant to
prevent this.)
6. Read the epitaph “Born Free” at the bottom of
page 138 (2d ed. p.144), and help the students
interpret its meaning. Point out the lines “Though
born in the land of slavery, he was born free.” Be
sure that students understand that slavery existed
in Africa and around the world for many centuries
before the slave trade began to the North American
colonies.
What other reference to slavery in Africa can the
students find in today’s reading? Page 138 (2d ed.
p.144), paragraph 5 - “Like many other prosperous
African families, his (Olaudah’s) family had slaves.”

STUDENT TEAM
LEARNING
ACTIVITY

STL ACTIVITY – 25 minutes
Team investigation and using a graphic organizer
1. Tell the students that in today’s Student Team
Learning Activity, they contrast the nature of slavery
as it existed for centuries in many countries around
the world, and the nature of slavery as it evolved in
the North American colonies.
2. Distribute the Document Packet: Two Africans
Tell Their Stories and the Student Sheet: Slavery in
the North American Colonies—Slavery in Africa.
Explain to students that they will enter facts about
slavery on the two continents.
Reading for a Purpose: Students Partner Read.
Each partnership reads one story, but each student
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individually determines the most important facts
about slavery from the story and writes them on
his/her student sheet.
When partnerships finish with one story, they trade
and read the second one to complete their student
sheets.
When both partnerships complete reading the
stories and entering facts on their sheets, the team
holds a group discussion to compare their results
and decide what facts are the same about slavery on
each continent. If they discover any, students
connect them with lines.
3. Circulate and Monitor: Visit each team to assist
students with reading and extracting important
information from their student sheets. Alert
students after ten minutes that it is time for
partnerships to trade stories.
4. If time permits, use Numbered Heads for
students to share how slavery in North America and
Africa differed.

REFLECTION AND
REVIEW ACTIVITY

REFLECTION AND REVIEW ACTIVITY – 5 minutes
1. Students reflect on the effect of the slave trade
on Africa and on the colonies.
•
•
•

What did each group lose?
What did each group gain?
Who was to blame for the slave trade?

2. Students share their responses with the class.

HOMEWORK

Write a brief paragraph contrasting slavery in North
America and slavery in Africa. Why do you think the
nature of slavery changed so much?
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LIBRARY/MEDIA
RESOURCES

Fiction
The Kidnapped Prince, The Life of Olaudah Equiano
adapted by Ann Cameron, Knopf Paperbacks
From Slave Ship to Freedom Road by Julius Lester
and Rod Brown, Puffin Books
Nonfiction
Africans in America, America’s Journey through
Slavery by Charles Johnson, Patricia Smith and
the WGBH Series Research Team, Harcourt, Brace
& Company
Before the Mayflower by Lerone Bennett, Jr., Penguin
Books
From Slavery to Freedom by John Hope Franklin and
Alfred A Moss, Jr., McGraw Hill, Inc.
The Routledge Atlas of African American History by
Jonathan Earle
Milestones in Black American History, The Birth of
Black America by Andrew Frank, Chelsea House
Publishers
Milestones in Black American History, Braving the
New World by Don Nardo, Chelsea House
Publishers
Bound for America, The Forced Migration of
Africans to the New World by James Haskins and
Kathleen Benson, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books
Breaking the Chains, African American Slave
Resistance by William Loren Katz, Aladdin
Paperbacks
Cornerstones of Freedom, African-Americans in The
Thirteen Colonies by Deborah Kent, Children’s
Press
The Oxford History of African Americans, Volume 1,
The First Passage, Blacks in the Americas 15021617 by Colin A. Palmer, Oxford University Press
Video
Africans in America, 1450-1750 The
Transformation, WGBH Boston Video

Terrible
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CONNECTIONS

Math — Students research how many Africans came
on slave ships to the colonies in the seventeenth
century. How many came in the eighteenth century.
By what percentage did the trade increase in each
century? In each decade of the centuries?
Literature/Writing — Students read The Kidnapped
Prince, The Life of Olaudah Equiano adapted by Ann
Cameron and write a report on what happened to
him after he arrived in the colonies.
Literature/Art — Students read From Slave Ship to
Freedom Road by Julius Lester and Rod Brown and
study the paintings of Rod Brown that illustrate the
book to create their own illustrations of some facet
of the slave trade.
Literature — Students read poet Lucille Clifton’s
poem “slaveship,” as found in Every Shut Eye Ain’t
Asleep: An Anthology of poetry by African
Americans Since 1945. (http://dept.english.upenn.
edu/~hbeavers/281/clifton-slaveship.html)
Geography — Students research maps of the West
Coast of Africa and the North American colonies in
the seventeenth century to locate major slave
trading ports.

SLAVERY IN NORTH AMERICAN COLONIES

SLAVERY IN AFRICA

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

Student Sheet — Lesson 10
Making Thirteen Colonies

Two Africans Tell Their Stories

ALI OKO

T

he year is 1132. My name is Ali Oko (OAK ah),
which means “the eldest of twins.” I was born in
Ghana. I live now in Mecca, the holy city of Islam. I
came to Mecca as a slave. A neighbor accused me of
breaking a Muslim law, but this I did not do. I am a devout
Muslim and would never do such a thing. My protests did no
good. The governor of my province, wanting to appear devout
to impress the visiting Arab merchants, punished me by
selling me into slavery. He traded me with the Arabs for cloth,
brass, and sugar.
I thought being sold into slavery was the worst thing that
could ever happen to me. I had a good education and the
respect of my neighbors. My family owned slaves; now instead
of a master, I was a slave.
My new Arab owners took me with them to Mecca. The
journey was very long, but it was not difficult. The Arabs
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have many camels and donkeys, and they know how to travel
in comfort. Because I was a fellow Muslim, they treated me
well. As the Koran, Islam’s holy book, says every Muslim must
show respect for his fellow man.
When we arrived in Mecca, a wealthy Arab family immediately
bought me. They could see that I was healthy, clean, and
educated. I was not common or coarse as some slaves are who
are offered for sale.
My new family’s business was the working of gold and jewels
into beautiful objects. I soon showed my ability to become
skillful in this business. I quickly learned their language. I did
not perform the menial tasks in the household as other slaves.
I was treated well and practiced my Muslim religion without
interference, although my owner’s family was of a different
faith. I worked with the father of this family and his two sons.
Soon my master began to treat me as a third son, and his sons
treated me as a brother. They gave me more and more
responsibility in the business.
My enslavement lasted for five years. After that time, the
family gave me the gift of freedom. I soon became a true son
when I married one of the daughters in the family. As my wife,
she became a Muslim.
I could return to Ghana; I am free to go and take my wife with
me wherever I wish. We could travel with one of the many
trade expeditions that go to West Africa frequently. But I am
happy with my new life in Mecca. It is a beautiful city, and my
wife knows no other. I am a part of the family business and
make a good living. I own a house and property and have the
respect of those who know me.
I will continue in the business of my family as a goldsmith and
trader in beautiful objects. When my father-in-law dies, I will
inherit a share of the family wealth. For me slavery was a
temporary misfortune that turned out well.

Two Africans Tell Their Stories

IMAROGBE

T

he year is 1665. My name is Imarogbe (ee MAH roh
beh), which means “born of a good family.” I was born
in Benin. I now live outside Williamsburg, the capital of
the Virginia Colony. In Benin, I was the eldest son of a
respected family that farmed many acres and had many slaves.
One day my father sent me on an errand to my uncle who lived a
day’s journey through the forest. I did not go alone, but took with
me two slaves for protection.
Their protection was useless when five men with guns overtook
us. Our captors tied us together by ropes around our necks and
bound our hands. They marched us through the forest. As we
went, more hapless men and boys and a few women joined our
unhappy train. I was fourteen years old when this terrible thing
happened to me.
We stumbled through the forest for many days with little food
and with brutal treatment from our kidnappers. Finally we
reached the coast; I had never seen the ocean before. I had never
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seen the coarse, fierce, demons with pale complexions who
examined, branded, and packed us tightly in the dark bottoms of
their ships.
After terrible months at sea, I arrived in the West Indies where
the white demons put me to work cutting sugar cane. Their cruel
treatment of me would have disgusted African slaveholders who
generally treat their slaves with consideration. The West Indies
had many Africans. Many died, but the demons did not care.
Many more Africans arrived every month to replace those who
died.
When several months had passed, I was again packed into the
belly of a ship that brought me to Virginia. A white man bought
me and gave me the ridiculous name of Toby. He put me to work
with many other Africans growing tobacco.
This work is easier than growing sugar cane, and if I do my work
without protest, the white demons pay little attention to me. They
do not know what I know about farming. They do not guess that I
have intelligence. They think that I am stupid because I will not
speak their language. I understand English, but I will not speak it
because I do not want to be like them in any way.
Because I understand their language, I overhear what happens in
the capital. What I hear takes all my hope away. The colonists
have passed laws that Africans are enslaved for life, and so are
their children. If I adopt their strange religion of Christianity, I
am still a slave. I am not allowed to practice my own religion. I
may not have a drum or own any property. I am treated worse
than the farm animals, for the animals receive decent food and
are not worked to death.
I have seen the terrible things that happen to Africans who try to
escape. They lose limbs or are beaten almost to death, and we all
must watch these terrible punishments so that we will not try to
run away. I did not know I could feel such a terrible hatred as the
white men have created in me. I would risk anything to be free.
Everyday I watch for an opportunity to escape to the swamps.
Perhaps someday I will find my way back to Africa.
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Lesson 13
LIFE
L
IA
N
O
L
O
C
YANKEE
Chapter 16
THEME

Yankee Colonial life revolved around the
meetinghouse—the religious, social, and physical
center of New England villages. The Puritans valued
education; they founded the first college and
passed the first law providing for public education.

OVERVIEW

The New England Puritans, in seeking to purify the
Church of England and lead godly lives, described
their colony in the New World as “a city upon a hill.”
They wanted to set an example for all to look up to
and emulate. Therefore, they practiced strict
obedience to God in their daily lives. Their rigorous
rules concerning godly behavior, adherence to
Biblical teachings, and strict observance of the
Sabbath made for a challenging existence.
Hostilities with the Native Americans resulted
mostly from the unyielding views of the Puritans.
The tribes on whose land the Pilgrims and Puritans
settled included the Algonquian, the Narragansett,
Mohegan, Pequot, and Wampanoag. Most of these
Native Americans were helpful and friendly towards
the Europeans, teaching them how to farm crops
and build homes. However, after several years, the
New England colonists committed ruthless acts of
violence against the natives; they stole their land
and forced them to conform to the English way of
life or die. The Europeans also brought diseases
that killed off many coastal Indians. The Puritans
believed this was part of God’s plan to clear the way
for them to spread the word of the Lord without
interference from the natives whom they viewed as
heathens and in need of conversion.
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Even though the threat of Indian attacks and
frequent skirmishes with the natives created
ongoing fear and tension, the Yankee colonists
prospered. Soon farms and villages dotted the New
England landscape. The typical village consisted of
several rows of homes facing a large field called the
common. At first, cattle and sheep grazed on the
common. Sometimes they wandered into and
destroyed the neighboring Indians’ cornfields,
creating another source of tension with native
neighbors.
The meetinghouse dominated one end of the
common; the people of the village met there to
worship, discuss important town issues and
socialize. At the yearly town meeting, (American
democracy in its earliest form), all the free men of
the settlement discussed and voted on important
community questions. Town meetings at first
included only landowning church members, but
later all white male property owners could attend
and vote.
As the village grew, the colonists built more streets
and homes around the common. Homes of highstatus individuals such as ministers, doctors, and
lawyers lined the common in close proximity to the
meetinghouse. Other structures followed: a mill, a
school, an inn, and places of business for the
furniture maker, chandler, cooper, shoemaker, and
blacksmith.
With the laws came the lawbreakers, and
punishment was swift and public. The stocks, a
device that pinioned the head and hands of an
offender, stood on the common. The person found
guilty of an offense against God and the strict
community code of behavior would endure taunting
and ridicule from the townspeople. This was a
milder punishment than whipping, excommunication, or banishment.
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The Puritans had a high regard for education for all
people whether they were free men, indentured
servants, or slaves. They believed everyone should
learn how to read the Bible and interpret local laws.
For this reason, many parents who were literate
taught their children reading, religion, and life skills
at home. Other children, mostly boys, learned the
alphabet, reading, Bible passages, and arithmetic in
private dame schools at which a female teacher
taught for wages. The teacher used horn books: flat
wooden boards shaped like paddles, with a sheet of
paper printed with the alphabet and the Lord’s
Prayer, covered by a thin sheet of transparent horn.
Later, the New England Primer, a book of illustrated
alphabet verses and simple religious texts,
appeared in most New England homes and schools.
Since Massachusetts laws required all towns to
teach their children to read, the colony set up the
first public school system under the Massachusetts
School Law in 1647. This law stated that every
village with more than fifty families must hire a
teacher to instruct children to read and write. This
law institutionalized what we know today as a free
public education.
In 1636, the Puritans founded the first colonial
institution of higher learning, Harvard College, in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, to prepare young men
for the ministry. Along with its offerings in religious
studies, Harvard offered apprenticeships in law and
medicine to give students real life experiences
working alongside lawyers and doctors.
On the Sabbath, Puritan law required all farm and
household chores to stop so that all people (free,
indentured, and slaves) could attend the service at
the meetinghouse. The colonists dressed in their
Sunday best, usually clothes made of the finest
fabrics, when attending this all day event. The
seating inside the meetinghouse placed free men
and women on opposite sides of the center aisle
while indentured servants and African slaves sat in
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the back or in the balcony. A typical Sunday
included several hours of passionate preaching by
the minister in the morning, an hour break for
lunch, and a return to the meeting for several more
hours of Scripture readings and preaching.
Following the service, the colonists discussed and
reflected on the minister’s message.
In winter, colonists brought their dogs to church
and held them on their laps for warmth. Foot
warmers kept parishioners from freezing in the
unheated building. To make sure that people stayed
awake, a tithing man tickled or tapped dozing
worshippers’ hands with a long pole that had a
feather at one end and a knob on the other. Yankee
colonists endured these conditions or risked exile
from the church that formed the bedrock on which
they lived their lives and governed their
communities.

STANDARDS
HISTORICAL THINKING

CONTENT

The student will

The student will demonstrate understanding of

Historical Comprehension
• draw upon visual, literary and musical
sources
Historical Analysis and Interpretation
• compare or contrast differing sets of
ideas, values, personalities, behaviors,
and institutions
• hypothesize the influence of the past
Historical Research Capabilities
• formulate historical questions
• obtain historical data
• question historical data
Historical Analysis and Decision-Making
• identify issues and problems in the past

The early arrival of Europeans and
Africans in the Americas, and how these
people interacted with Native Americans
• Family life, gender roles, and women’s
rights in colonial North America
< explain how and why family life
differed in various regions of colonial
North America
How political institutions and religious
freedom emerged in the North American
colonies
• Religious diversity in the colonies and
how ideas about religious freedom
evolved
< explain how Puritanism shaped New
England communities and how it
changed during the seventeenth
century
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RESOURCES

For each student:
Making Thirteen Colonies by Joy Hakim: Chapter 16,
“Of Towns and Schools and Sermons”
For each team:
Document Packet: Tales from Tombstones
Team Sheet: What Do Tombstones Tell Us?
For the classroom:
Vocabulary words written on chart paper
Teaching activity questions written on chart paper
Web sites
New Town Crier Forums @ http://earlyamerica.com/
towncrier/towncrier.html
History Online American Colonies @ http://www.
jacksonesd.k12.or.us/k12projects/jimperry/
colony.html or Cycles of U. S. History – Colonial
Cycle @ http://www.seanet.com/Users/pamur/
colo.html
Historical Text Archive – History of the United States
@
http://www.msstate.edu/Archives/History/
USA/usa.html
Eighteenth-century documents and how to read
them @ http://earlyamerica.com
Schooling, Education, and Literacy in Colonial
America @ http://alumni.cc.Gettysburg.edu/
~s33058/schooling.html
Historic New England Gravestones @ http://www.
farm.net/~robin/gravestones/
DeeJay’s New England Gravestone Page @ http://
pages.cthome.net/DJANDDDJS/page4.html
Old Burial Hill @ http://www.oldburialhill.org

VOCABULARY

Words to Remember
*meetinghouse — center of a New England town, it
served as church, town hall, and a place to
socialize
*common — field around which the meetinghouse
and the houses of important people of a New
England village were built, also called the green
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stocks — wooden structure built to encase the head
and arms of a nonconformist or trouble maker to
punish and humiliate
chandler — candle maker, one who sells general
merchandise
*jurisdiction — area that a government controls
primer — first book for beginning readers
sermon — public lecture, based on Scripture,
usually given by a clergyman, for the purpose of
religious instruction
*Puritans — English Protestants who wished to
purify the Church of England and who came to
America in the early 1600s seeking religious
freedom
People to Remember
Henry Dunster — first president of Harvard College
Places to Remember
Harvard College — first college in America founded
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, by the Puritans in
1636
Massachusetts Bay Colony — colony founded in
1630 by Puritans in the area around
Massachusetts Bay

The Lesson
FOCUS ACTIVITY

FOCUS ACTIVITY – 5 minutes
1. Working in teams, students Think-Team-Share a
list of important places found in their town.
2. Direct students to look at the illustration of a
New England village on page 64 of Chapter 16 (2d
ed. p.66) of Making Thirteen Colonies.
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3. Ask
• What places do you see in this New England
village?
• How are these places similar or different from
the places in your town?
Tell the students that in today’s lesson they will
learn about life in a New England town like the one
illustrated.

TEACHING
ACTIVITY

TEACHING ACTIVITY – 20 minutes
1. Preview Chapter 16, “Of Towns and Schools and
Sermons” with the students by looking at the
illustrations and reading the captions and sidebars.
Ask the following questions written on chart paper.

What things might make you want to live in a
New England village? (Neighbors were
friendly and helped one another.)
• What things might make you not want to live
in a New England village? (strict rules and
punishments, women seen as inferior,
children whipped, restricted activities on
Sundays, no Christmas celebration)
• What things were important in the lives of
New England villagers? (religion, living a holy
life, education)
•

2. Introduce the Vocabulary Words, People, and
Places to Remember written on chart paper.
3. Reading for a Purpose: Students read Chapter
16 to find more information to support their
responses to the questions.
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Circulate and Monitor: Visit teams to help students
with the reading and locating information to answer
the questions.
4. When students have completed their reading,
they add new information to answer the questions.
5. Discuss New England colonial life with the
students, adding information from the Overview as
needed.

STUDENT TEAM
LEARNING
ACTIVITY

STL ACTIVITY – 25 minutes
Using primary sources to gather information
about life in a New England village
1. Distribute the Document Packet: Tales from
Tombstones.
Introduce the Student Team Learning Activity by
telling students that Puritans preached against
having graven images in their worship. However in
response to death, they turned to images and
symbols to depict their beliefs. In this activity they
will study Puritan tombstones to discover
information about life and death in colonial New
England.
2. Reading for a Purpose: With the students, read
the first page of the Document Packet.
3. Working in their teams, students study each
tombstone and answer the questions. Each student
records the answers on a separate sheet of paper.
Team members Think–Team–Share to complete the
Team Sheet: What Do Tombstones Tell Us?
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REFLECTION AND
REVIEW ACTIVITY

REFLECTION AND REVIEW ACTIVITY – 10 minutes
1. Use Numbered Heads to share the results of
each team’s study of the Document Packet and the
information they recorded on the Team Sheet.
2. Help the students draw the conclusions that
Puritan life was very hard, and death was a constant
presence. Women often died in childbirth, children
died, and many deaths took place in the winter. The
Puritans’ hope for a better life in heaven comforted
them as they endured the hard life and restrictions
of their earthly existence.

HOMEWORK

Imagine that you are a resident of a New England
village and write a description of a Sunday or a
workday in your life or design a tombstone and
write an epitaph for yourself.

LIBRARY/MEDIA
RESOURCES

Nonfiction
Going to School in 1776 by John J. Loeper, MacMillan
Publishing Co.
The Oxford Book of Children’s Verse in America
edited by Donald Hall, Oxford University Press,
Inc.
The Americans: The Colonial Experience by Daniel J.
Boorstin, Random House
Life in the American Colonies, Discovery Enterprises
The New England Transcendentalists, Discovery
Enterprises
Kids Discover Colonial America, Kids Discover
Colonial Kids: An Activity Guide to Life in the New
World by Laurie Carlson, Chicago Review Press
If You Lived in Colonial Times by Ann McGovern,
Scholastic Trade
Colonial Days: Discover the Past With Fun Projects,
Games, Activities and Recipes (American Kids in
History Series) by David C. King, John Wiley &
Sons
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Book of the American Colonies (Brown Paper School
U.S. Kids History) by Howard Egger-Bovet, et al
Sierra Club Books
The Village: Life in Colonial Times (Adventures in
Colonial America) by James E. Knight, Troll
Associates
The Explorers & Settlers: A Sourcebook on Colonial
America (American Albums from the Collection
of the Library of Congress) by Carter Smith
(Editor), Twenty First Century Book
A Sampler View of Colonial Life: With Projects Kids
Can Make by Mary Cobb, Jan Davey Ellis
(Illustrator) Millbrook Press
Colonial American Home Life (Colonial America) by
John F. Warner, Franklin Watts
Videos
Pilgrims and Puritans: The Struggle for Religious
Freedom in England, United Learning
The New England Colonists: The Pilgrims and
Puritans, United Learning
The Era of Colonization (1585-1763), Schlessinger
Home From Home, BBC/Time Life
Forsaking England: The Puritan Experience,
Learning Corporation of America
Making a New World: The Puritan Experience,
Learning Corporation of America
Discover American History Cobblestone, Roger
Williams and the Lively Experiment of Rhode
Island, Cobblestone Publishing Company
Cobblestone
Deerfield: A Colonial Perspective
Colonial Crafts

CONNECTIONS

Art — Students create their own New England
village either on a poster or display board that
illustrates daily life for the colonists and Native
Americans.
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Art/Technology — Students build a model of a New
England village with the help of the art or technical
education teacher.
Art — Students create horn books or their own
versions of a New England primer.
Local History — Students visit the oldest cemetery
in their area to read the tombstones and discover
from them what life was like for the earliest settlers
in their community.
Art/Writing — Students create a comic strip that
illustrates life in a New England village with a
bubble dialogue between the characters.
Library/Media/Research — Students research
dame schools and write about a school day for its
students.
Research — Students visit the web site http://www.
mayflowerfamiles.com to learn more about Puritan
life.

What Tombstones Tell Us
Name

Age

Date of Death

Symbols

Samuel Waldron
Richard Hawley
Rebekah Bonfild
Mary Elithrop
Timothy Lindall
Mary Lattimer
Elizabeth Sande

What does the inscription “The memory of the just is blessed” tell you about Samuel Waldron?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Why does Richard Hawley have a coat of arms on his tombstone?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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What do the inscriptions on Rebekah Bonfild’s tombstone tell you about her?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Why can’t you read Rebekah Bonfild’s age?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Why is Mary Elithrop’s son Benjamin buried with her?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
How old do you think Benjamin was?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
How do you think Mary Elithrop died?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
What does the Latin inscription “Memoria Sit Beate” tell you about Timothy Lindall?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
What other tombstone has a Latin inscription?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Why did the Puritans use Latin?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
During what season did most of the people die? Why?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
What information appears on the tombstones of women that does not appear on the tombstones of men?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
What does this tell you about the status of women in Puritan society?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
What conclusions can you draw about the Puritans’ life from the tombstones?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
What conclusions can you draw about their attitudes toward death?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Tales from Tombstones

Important symbols
Coffins – death
Darts – death (Indian arrows)
Father Time – death, the Grim Reaper
Flowers, leaves – shortness of life
Fruits – eternal plenty
Gourds – coming to be and passing away of earthly matters
Hourglass – swiftness of time
Human faces – the soul
Pallbearers – death
Picks and shovels – death
Pomegranates – the church or fertility
Scythes – Father Time, swiftness of time
Shells – pilgrimage through life
Skeletons – death
Skulls – death
Winged death’s head – death, the soul flying from the body
Winged hourglass – swiftness of time
Tombstones often had the shape of the headboard of a bed, and some graves had footstones that looked like the foot of a bed because people thought of death as a long sleep.
The tombstones of children sloped to resemble the sides of a cradle

Epitaphs

Seventeenth century tombstones usually recorded the name, age, and date of death of the
deceased. Some had a line of Scripture or a verse, called an epitaph, that told something
about the person’s life, warned others that they too would surely die, or expressed hope
for a better life in heaven.
Sarah Sims

In the mansions of the silent tomb
How still the solitude, how deep the gloom.
Here sleeps the dust, unconscious, close confined
Far, far distant dwells the immortal mind.

Brackley Rose

Happy the babe, privileged by fate
To shorter labour and lighter weight
Received by yesterday the gift of breath
Ordered tomorrow to return to death.
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Samuel Waldron

HERE LYES YE BODY
OF SAMUEL
WALDRON AGED
34 YEARS DIED YE
8 OF DECEMBER
1 6 9 1
THE MEMORY OF THE JUST
IS BLESSED
Photograph used with the kind permission of Jeff Kane from his web site Old Burial Hill, Marblehead at http://www.oldburialhill.org.

How old was he?
When did he die?
In what season did he die?
What symbols do you see?
What do they mean?
The inscription at the bottom says, “The memory of the just is blessed.”
What does this tell you about Samuel Waldron?
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Richard Hawley
HERE LYES BURIED THE
BODY OF RICHARD HAWLEY
DEPARTED THIS LIFE
DECEMBER 2 1691
IN Y 61 YEAR OF HIS AGE
E

How old was he?
When did he die?
In what season did he die?
What symbols do you see?
What do they mean?
Why do you think his tombstone has a
coat of arms?
Photograph used with the kind permission of Jeff Kane from his web site Old Burial Hill, Marblehead at http://www.oldburialhill.org.
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Rebekah Bonfild

Photograph used with the kind permission of Jeff Kane from his web site Old Burial Hill, Marblehead at http://www.oldburialhill.org.

When did she die?
Why can’t you read her age?
In what season did she die?
What symbols do you see? What do they mean?
What does the inscription say?
What does it tell you about Rebekah Bonfild?
Memento mori means remember death.
Fugit hora means the hour flies.

MEMENTO MORI

FUGIT
HORA

HERE LYE REBEKAH GEORGE
BONFILD HIS WIFE
WHO DID MUCH GOOD IN HER LIFE
WHO DYED YE 30 OF APRIL 87
AGED
YEARS
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Mary Elithrop

HERE LYES YE BODY OF
MARY ELITHROP WIFE TO
Photograph used with the kind permission of Jeff Kane from his web site Old Burial Hill, Marblehead at http://www.oldburialhill.org.

JOHN ELITHROP WHO DECD.
WITH HER SON BENJN. IN

How old was she?
When did she die?
In what season did she die?
Why is her son buried with her?
How old do you think he was?
What symbols do you see? What do they mean?

HER ARMES AUGT. Ye 3D.
1717 IN THE 33D.
YEAR OF HER AGE
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Timothy Lindall

MEMORIA SIT BEATA
HERE LEYTH BURIED
YE BODY OF
MR TIMOTHY LINDALL
AGED 56 YEARS
& 7 MO DECEASED
JANUARY Y 6
1698
9

Photograph used with the kind permission of Jeff Kane from his web site Old Burial Hill, Marblehead at http://www.oldburialhill.org.

How old was he?
When did he die?
In what season did he die?
What symbols do you see? What do they mean?
Just below the winged face is the Latin phrase “Memoria Sit Beate”
(Blessed in memory).
What does this tell you about Timothy Lindall?

(The second year is
given because the
colonies had not yet
settled on what
calendar to use. He
died in 1698 according
to the Julian calendar,
which began the new
year on March 25, but
in 1699 according to
the Gregorian calendar,
which began the new
year on January 1.)
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Mary Lattimer

HERE LYES BURIED
YE BODY OF MARY
WIFE TO CHRISTOPHER LATTIMER
AGED 49 YEARS
DECD. YE 8 OF MAY
1681

Photograph used with the kind permission of Jeff Kane from his web site Old Burial Hill, Marblehead at http://www.oldburialhill.org.

How old was she?
When did she die?
In what season did she die?
What symbols do you see?
What do they mean?
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Elizabeth Sande

ELIZABETH DAU.

TR

TO WILLIAM &
JEHANAH SANDE
AGED 8 MONTHS
& 13 DAYES DIED
NOVEMBER YE 12TH
1711

Photograph used with the kind permission of Jeff Kane from his web site Old Burial Hill, Marblehead at http://www.oldburialhill.org.

How old was she?
When did she die?
In what season did she die?
What symbols do you see? What do they mean?
Document Packet — Lesson 13
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Lesson 25
MARYLAND
Chapter 30
THEME

Colonial Maryland was uniquely shaped by its
founder and owners, its government, and its
location between the northern and southern
colonies.

OVERVIEW

King Charles I created the colony of Maryland in
1632 when he gave George Calvert, Lord Baltimore,
the title to all land north of the Potomac River and
south of forty degrees north latitude. Loss of
territory defined Maryland’s early history. The lands
given to the first Lord Baltimore by King Charles I of
England covered what we know today as Maryland,
Delaware, a small part of Virginia, and a large part
of Pennsylvania. But much of this was to be lost.
George Calvert and his descendents ruled Maryland
almost exclusively during the colonial period. But
the Lords Calvert, while good rulers, did not take
direct control over their colony. They ruled as
absentee landlords, a unique situation in the
colonies, but common in the British Isles. George
Calvert, as Lord of Baltimore (an area in northern
Ireland), knew a great deal about ruling as an
absentee landlord. In Ireland, English lords
commonly ruled areas while not actually living
there.
George Calvert knew the risks of the New World. His
experiences included membership in the Virginia
Company in 1609 and the position of councilor for
the New England Company in 1622. George Calvert
also held land in Newfoundland, which he called
Avalon. Calvert visited Avalon in 1627, but found
the area too cold for his tastes. He drew up the
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charter for Maryland in 1632, but died before he
could visit his new colony.
When George Calvert died, the title for Maryland
passed to his son Cecil. Cecil sent the first settlers
to Maryland in 1633 on the ships Ark and Dove.
Like George Calvert, Cecil ruled his land from
England and sent his brother Leonard as Maryland’s
first governor. In 1638, Cecil lost power to the
Maryland Assembly in a dispute over the wording of
Maryland’s charter. The wording in question
pertained to Cecil’s power to enact laws. Cecil
agreed to allow the assembly some power in
initiating laws, but retained veto power. Cecil also
enacted the process of ground rent that became the
method by which the Calverts made money from
Maryland. Ground rent was a yearly tax, which
settlers paid directly to Cecil Calvert. The money
from this tax formed Cecil’s revenue from Maryland.
To guarantee that Catholics could safely practice
their religion, the Maryland Assembly passed the
Maryland Act Concerning Religion in 1649. By
modern standards, the toleration of this act seems
minor as it only pertained to Christianity. Any who
denied the divinity of Jesus Christ or who
disbelieved in the Trinity faced a death penalty or
confiscation of land. Despite this harsh sentence,
there exists no record that either penalty was ever
invoked.
In 1661, Cecil officially appointed his son, Charles,
governor of the Maryland colony. By 1663, Maryland
lost its first territory to Virginia. Trouble arose along
the southern boundary of Maryland’s Eastern Shore.
To settle the dispute, Maryland and Virginia each
sent a representative to cooperatively lay out a
boundary line. But as one part of the line was not
drawn straight, Virginia gained 15,000 acres of
Maryland land.
Not only Maryland’s governor, Charles was also
(after his father, Cecil, died) the first resident
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proprietor of Maryland. Although the first Lord
Baltimore to live in Maryland, his residence was
short-lived, and Charles left after a year. During
Charles’ lifetime, the monarchy in England changed,
and the new king appointed his own governor,
Leonard Copely; this was the first time in which
Maryland was governed by anyone other than a
Calvert. Before Charles’ death, the title was restored
to him. In 1715, his son, Benedict Leonard Calvert,
succeeded him, but Benedict ruled for only two
months, before he too died, and his son, another
Charles, succeeded him.
The new Charles Calvert became the fifth Lord
Baltimore. Charles, deceived by an inaccurate map
and ignorant of the geography of his province, lost
not only the land that became Delaware, but also a
large amount of land on Maryland’s northern
border, which went to Pennsylvania. As if this was
not enough, Virginia again gained land along
Maryland’s southern border; this time because of a
dispute over whether the northern or southern
branch of the Potomac River formed the official
boundary line. Aside from tremendous loss of
territory, Charles’ reign amounted to little. His son,
Frederick, succeeded him to the proprietorship.
While Charles was weak, querulous, and something
of a fool, Frederick was all of these as well as
vicious. Frederick’s only concern in Maryland lay in
the revenue it supplied him. He remains as a
supreme example of absentee landlordism, with no
interest in setting foot within his colony.
The Lords Baltimore helped shape Maryland’s
unique nature, but the colony’s location contributed
greatly as well. Maryland lay directly between the
northern and southern colonies and, therefore,
contained elements of both. While most of the
settlers of southern Maryland came from England
and were either Anglican or Catholic, many of the
northern settlers came from Germany. The rocky,
hilly land of northern Maryland did not lend itself to
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large plantations or the growing of tobacco. Instead
small subsistence farms dominated the landscape
as in Pennsylvania, its northern neighbor. These
farms did not grow tobacco, and therefore, black
slaves and indentured servants were rare as
opposed to southern Maryland, where many
plantations existed. Because significant waterways
did not exist in this area, there were few waterbased occupations, unlike in coastal southern
Maryland. While northern Maryland shared many
characteristics with Pennsylvania and the other
northern colonies, southern Maryland resembled
Virginia and the southern colonies.
Like Virginia, tobacco farming formed the backbone
of Maryland’s economy. In fact, the first major
roads in Maryland bore the name “rolling roads”
because their primary traffic consisted of barrels of
tobacco, which slaves and growers rolled upon
them to docks along the Chesapeake Bay or its
tributaries. The big business of Maryland lay in
tobacco plantations. Wealthy Marylanders owned
these plantations and relied on indentured servants
and slaves to grow and produce cash crops of
tobacco. By the time the first Maryland settlers
arrived on the Ark and the Dove, the Virginia colony
already used slave labor. Still, it was some time
before enslaved blacks completely replaced
indentured
servants on
Maryland
tobacco
plantations.
In order to support the tobacco trade, a significant
shipping industry grew in Maryland. Towns like St.
Mary’s City, Annapolis, and Baltimore quickly
became ports to transport tobacco to England. The
Chesapeake Bay and the many rivers that emptied
into it helped Maryland’s water commerce grow
and, in fact, made water transport a geographic
necessity. Many rivers and streams blocked direct
transport routes and prevented major road
networks. Both fast and efficient, water served as
the primary way to move goods.
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This shipping industry required shipwrights and
boat-builders, and port towns grew as centers of
boat building. Although Maryland-built vessels
could not rival in size or refinement those
constructed in New England, the Maryland boats
were significant to the colony, and a unique style of
boat building grew. This new boat style was the
skipjack, a small, fast boat expertly suited for
transporting goods quickly up and down the
shallow Maryland rivers.
The combinations of small subsistance farms and
plantations made Maryland a unique combination of
the northern and southern lifestyles. Maryland
helped tie the northern and southern colonies
together, both geographically and ideologically.

STANDARDS
HISTORICAL THINKING
The student will

Historical Comprehension
• read historical narratives imaginatively
• evidence historical perspectives
• draw upon data in historical maps
Historical Analysis and Interpretation
• compare or contrast differing sets of
ideas, values, personalities, behaviors,
and institutions
• differentiate between historical facts and
historical interpretation
• consider multiple perspectives
• analyze cause and effect relationships and
multiple causation, including the
importance of the individual, the influence
of ideas, and the role of chance
• hypothesize the influence of the past
Historical Research Capabilities
• obtain historical data
Historical Analysis and Decision-Making
• identify issues and problems in the past
• formulate a position or course of action
on an issue
• evaluate the implementation of a decision

CONTENT
The student will demonstrate understanding of

How political institutions and religious
freedom emerged in the North America
colonies
• The rise of individualism, the roots of
representative government, and how
political rights were defined
< analyze how the rise of individualism
affected the ideal of community
< compare how early colonies were
established and governed
• Religious diversity in the colonies and how
ideas about religious freedom evolved
< trace and explain the evolution of
religious freedom in the English
colonies
How the values and institutions of
European economic life took root in the
colonies; how slavery reshaped European
and African life in the Americas
• Colonial economic life and labor systems
in the Americas
< identify the major economic regions in
the Americas and explain how labor
systems shaped them
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• Economic life and the development of
labor systems in the English Colonies
< explain how environmental and human
factors accounted for differences in the
economics that developed in the
colonies of New England, mid-Atlantic,
Chesapeake, and lower South
< analyze how the early Navigation Acts
affected economic life in the colonies
< compare the characteristics of free
labor, indentured servitude, and chattel
slavery

RESOURCES

For each student
Making Thirteen Colonies by Joy Hakim: Chapter 30,
“Maryland’s Form of Toleration”
For each team
Team Sheets: Team Characters
For the teacher
Character Situations
Web sites:
Colonial Maryland: The formative years @ http://
www.globalclassroom.org/colonial.html
An Act Concerning Religion, April 24, 1649 @
ht t p: // www. md ar ch i ve s .st at e.md. us /ms a/
speccol/sc2200/sc2221/000025/html/
toleration.html
Maryland State Archives: A timeline of Maryland
events @ http://www.mdarchives.state.md.us/

VOCABULARY

People to Remember
*The Calverts, Lords Baltimore — King Charles I of
England granted the land between the Virginia
and Pennsylvania colonies to the Calvert family.
The Calverts, already knowledgeable about
colonies, named the new land Maryland and
ruled it as lord proprietors for most of its
colonial history.
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Words to Remember
*toleration — to accept another’s religion, even
though it is different or contrary to your own
absentee landlords — practice, common in Ireland,
in which a person owned and ruled land without
actually living there; the Calverts ruled Maryland
as absentee landlords.
*proprietorship — colony that is owned by a single
man, as opposed to the king, an assembly, or a
business company; William Penn and the Calverts
were proprietors of colonies.
civil war — when two opposing sides in the same
country fight each other; civil wars are often
bloody and costly, because the country must
absorb all the damage from the war.
subsistence farming — method of farming in which
small plots of land grow crops to feed the farmer
and his family; subsistence farmers need all their
crops and usually do not have products to sell.
*The Maryland Act Concerning Religion —
Maryland colonial law that assured religious
toleration to all Christians but not apply to nonChristians.
Anglican Church — Also known as the Church of
England, it was the only accepted religion in
England during the American colonial period.
*indentured servant — person who agrees to work
for another for a set number of years to pay his
or her ship passage to the colonies
yeoman farmer — farmer who owned and worked
his own land

The Lesson
FOCUS ACTIVITY

FOCUS ACTIVITY — 5 minutes
1. Students view the map of the thirteen colonies on
page 90 (2d ed. p. 94) of Making Thirteen Colonies.
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2. Help students locate the colony of Maryland.
3. Students use Think-Team-Share to discuss what
is special about Maryland’s location.
Circulate and Monitor: Visit each team and help
students conclude that Maryland lies between the
southern and northern colonies, and therefore
might share characteristics of both.
4. Ask the students to Predict the effect this
location might have upon Maryland’s development.

TEACHING
ACTIVITY

TEACHING ACTIVITY — 25 minutes
1. Use information from the Overview to describe
how Maryland incorporated features of both
northern and southern colonies.
Remember to include these factors:
• Maryland contained both tobacco plantations
and small farms.
• The geography of southern Maryland is like
Virginia, while the geography of northern
Maryland is more like Pennsylvania.
• Maryland was formed after Virginia and
Pennsylvania,
and
therefore,
different
lifestyles already existed to the north and
south.
2. Introduce the Vocabulary Words and People to
Remember.
3. Reading for a Purpose — Students PartnerRead Chapter 30, “Maryland’s Form of Toleration,”
in Making Thirteen Colonies to identify the role the
Calvert family played in the establishment of
religious toleration in Maryland.
Circulate and Monitor: Visit each team to help
students with the reading.
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4. Students use Numbered Heads to share
information concerning the Calvert family and
religious toleration in Maryland.
5. Be sure students understand that religious
toleration in Maryland allowed freedom of religion
only for Christians. Non-Christians could be hanged
or have their land confiscated, although neither
seems to have occurred.
6. Discuss the concept of absentee landlords and
how most of the Lords Baltimore ruled Maryland
without ever visiting their colony.
Ask: What problems might absentee landlordism
have caused for the Lords Baltimore or for their
colony?

STUDENT TEAM
LEARNING
ACTIVITY

STL ACTIVITY—25 minutes
Role playing colonial Maryland characters
1. Distribute the Team Sheets: Team Characters.
Explain the Student Team Learning Activity.
2. Reading for a Purpose: Allow students the
opportunity to read the Team Sheets: Team
Characters and ask questions. Students need to be
knowledgeable about all of the characters to aid in
their later role playing discussions.
Circulate and Monitor: Visit each team to make
sure the students understand the assignment and
the different characters they will encounter in their
role playing discussions.
3. After students have examined each student
sheet, assign a character to each team.
4. Students use Think-Team-Share to discuss how
their team’s character might interact with the other
characters, concentrating on the Relations with
other Characters and Important Issues sections on
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the Team Character sheets. At this time teams
should also choose a name for their character.
Circulate and Monitor: Visit each team. Keep
students on task and make sure the team’s
discussion centers on their particular character. If
necessary help students choose appropriate names.
5. Begin the role play by reading one of the issues
on the Character Situations sheet (located at the
end of this lesson) to the students.
Allow each team two minutes to discuss how this
issue affects their character and how their character
might react.
6. Use Numbered Heads for teams to present their
character’s reaction in a first person manner. Each
student should react to the situation as the team
character would.
7. Give teams an opportunity to react with each
other promoting a class wide discussion based on
the teams’ characters. Make sure the discussion
keeps centered on the specific issue and that teams
react according to their characters.
Encourage interaction between the students to role
play the situations and create dialogue. Allow the
discussion to continue as long as the dialogue is
productive and on track.
8. Chose another issue from the
Situations sheet and repeat the process.

Character

9. Continue with other issues as time permits.

REFLECTION AND
REVIEW ACTIVITY

REFLECTION AND REVIEW ACTIVITY — 5 minutes
1. Students use Think-Team-Share to discuss
• Why were there so many different types of
people in colonial Maryland?
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•
•

How does this fit into the concept of a diverse
America?
Can you think of anywhere today where so
many different types of people meet and live
together?

Circulate and Monitor: visit each team to make
sure students discuss each question and arrive at
appropriate answers.
2. If time permits, students use Numbered Heads
to share their responses.

HOMEWORK

Compare and Contrast — Journal Entry
Compare and contrast colonial Maryland with the
United States today. In your opinion, how do the
interactions between different peoples in colonial
times relate to our country today?

LIBRARY/MEDIA
RESOURCES

Nonfiction
Daily life on a Southern Plantation by Paul Erickson
Six Womens’ Slave Narratives, National Park Service
Cobblestone Magazine
Colonial Crafts
Video
Colonial Life in the South, Coronet
CD Rom
Colonial America, Story of America 1, National
Geographic Society

CONNECTIONS

Language Arts/Writing — Students write a short
play based on their in-class dialogue.
Geography/Library — Students research each
incident in which colonial Maryland lost land and
create a map depicting that loss.
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Character Situations
Situation One: It is 1649, and Oliver Cromwell orders King Charles
of England beheaded. An English civil war over religion divides
England. Rumors say that Cromwell, now in charge of England, will
force Maryland to repeal the Act of Religious Toleration. How will
that effect you? Are you worried? What are you going to do?
Situation Two: Cromwell might take Maryland away from Lord
Baltimore and put someone else in charge! Is this important? Are
you angry about this? Is it okay?
Situation Three: It is 1677, and England’s Navigation Acts are
making shipping difficult. Merchants must pay a tax to England for
any goods they sell, no matter if they are sold to England or to
another colony. Prices on tobacco are rising, as are prices on daily
goods, even nails! Some merchants claim they will not trade goods
as long as the Navigation Acts are in place. How does this affect
your character?
Situation Four: Maryland’s land keeps getting smaller.
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and this new colony Delaware keep taking
land away from Maryland. Some say that this is Lord Baltimore’s
fault because he stays in England and doesn’t visit the colony. What
do you think? Does he need to come here and rule his land firsthand?
Situation Five: Some people in the north of Maryland think that
there should be no plantations in the colony. They say they cannot
make any money from their crops because plantations can sell
things more cheaply. Planters do not need to pay their workers and
they can plant lots of crops. What do you think? Can Maryland
survive without plantations? Will your character lose his or her job?
Will he or she do better without plantations?

Team Characters
Name:
Occupation:

Male Planter

Occupation Details:
You own a large tobacco plantation. Black slaves and
indentured servants work your plantation. You are a member of
the upper class.
Residence in Maryland:
You live in southern Maryland, along the Chesapeake Bay.
Character Background:
You already had a great fortune before you left England. You
came to Maryland because as a Catholic you knew you could freely
practice your faith here. You personally know Lord Baltimore and
have a great deal of political power. Your plantation is worked by
indentured servants and a few black slaves, so you do not have to
work in the fields.
Relations with other Characters:
You may be the owner of the Slave or Indentured Servant.
You look down upon the Farmer because he has to work his own
fields. You know the Shipwright by reputation as he builds some
of the best merchant vessels in the colony. You sometimes buy
goods from the Tradesman, but prefer to import things directly
from England. You often do business with the Merchant Captain
because he ships your tobacco crops to other ports.
Important Issues:
The Maryland Act Concerning Religion is important to you
because it allows you to practice your faith, something you were
not allowed to do in England. You also are interested in the fate of
Lord Baltimore. Will he be successful?
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Team Characters
Name:
Occupation:

Male or Female Slave

Occupation Details:
You are a worker on a plantation. While the Planter can relax
and earn money from tobacco, you must spend your time picking
that tobacco. Your life is hard and you see little chance of gaining
your freedom.
Residence in Maryland:
You live on a plantation in southern Maryland.
Character Background:
You were enslaved in Africa when you were very young. For
a while you worked in the West Indies, than a Maryland Planter
bought you. Life in Maryland is easier than in the West Indies, but
it is still hard and you have no personal freedom.
Relations with other Characters:
You must obey the Planter but you do not have to like it.
You do not think it is fair you have to work his fields. You have a
lot in common with the Indentured Servant, but while he or she
will eventually earn freedom, you have little hope for that. You
wish you could live like the Farmer because he gets to keep what
he grows. You do not know the Shipwright or Tradesman, but you
have met the Merchant Captain before, when you rolled barrels of
tobacco to his ship.
Important Issues:
The Maryland Act Concerning Religion has little affect on
you, because you still cannot practice your native religion. You
wish that Maryland would outlaw slavery, but because it is so
important in the colony you do not think it will happen.
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Team Characters
Name:
Occupation:

Male Indentured Servant

Occupation Details:
You work on a plantation helping grow and harvest tobacco.
While you are treated better than the black slaves, your life is still
very hard.
Residence in Maryland:
You work on a plantation in southern Maryland.
Character Background:
Your life in England was poor and hard. You thought that by
coming to the New World you would have a better life, but you
could not afford the trip. In order to pay for the trip you signed on
as an indentured servant and had to work seven years. You have
three years left to go, but that seems like forever. You are a
member of the Church of England.
Relations with other Characters:
The Planter paid for your trip, but that means you owe him
seven years of work. He works you quite hard and you are not sure
you take much more. You work with the Slave, but you are relieved
because you can earn your freedom, while he cannot. You envy the
Farmer, you would like to have your own farm to work, where you
could keep what you grew, and hopefully you will someday. You
have met the Shipwright before. He was once an indentured
servant himself, but he worked off his time and was able to gain
success with his skills. You are sometimes sent to the Tradesman
to pick up goods. You wish you could be in business for yourself.
You have met the Merchant Captain when taking tobacco to the
port for sale.
Important Issues:
The Maryland Act Concerning Religion allows you to practice
your faith, even in a Catholic colony. You wish Lord Baltimore
would pass a law reducing the length of service for indentured
servants, but you do not keep your hopes up.
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Team Characters
Name:
Occupation:

Female Indentured Servant

Occupation Details:
You work as an indentured servant to a tradesman. You are
responsible for the housework and keeping the workshop clean.
Residence in Maryland:
You live in Annapolis, a town with a busy port and many
businesses and homes.
Character Background:
Your life in England was poor and hard. You thought that by
coming to the New World you could make a better life for yourself,
but you could not afford the trip. In order to pay for the trip you
signed on as an indentured servant. To gain your freedom you had
to work seven years. You have six years left to go, but life is not
bad for you right now. You follow the Presbyterian faith.
Relations with other Characters:
You have not met the Planter, but you know about Planters in
general. You are glad you work in a small shop and not on a
plantation. You do not work with any slaves; the tradesman for
whom you work could not afford to buy one. But you are relieved
because you can earn your freedom, while a slave cannot. You envy
the farmer, because he is free to do as he pleases. You know the
shipwright well because his shop is just down the street from you.
He was once an indentured servant himself, but he worked off his
time and was able to gain success with his skills. You know the
tradesman well because you work for him. He is kind to you but
you still wish you were free. You sometimes see the merchant
captain come into port. Occasionally he drops off supplies like nails
and tools to the tradesman for whom you work.
Important Issues:
The Maryland Act Concerning Religion is important to you
because it allows you to freely practice your religion. You have no
contact with tobacco farming and do not feel strongly about it
either way.
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Team Characters
Name:
Occupation:

Male Farmer

Occupation Details:
You are a farmer who owns his own land. You grow just
enough for you and your family to survive, and earn a little extra
money by selling any spare goods you have at market.
Residence in Maryland:
You live in northwest Maryland, near the Pennsylvania
border.
Character Background:
You grew up in Germany but moved to the New World in
search of success. You first tried to settle in Pennsylvania, but
others already owned much of the land, and the little land left was
expensive. You moved to Maryland because you could get enough
land to start a farm cheaply. You follow the Lutheran religion.
Relations with other Characters:
You envy the Planter because he makes a lot of money
growing tobacco, while you need to grow things to eat and have
little extra to sell. You have not encountered any slaves, while the
idea of not having to work your land appeals to you, you do not
like slavery, and you could never afford a slave anyway. You do
not know the Shipwright at all because you have no use for ships.
You occasionally visit the Tradesman to buy tools and seeds for
your farm. You have no contact with the Merchant Captain.
Important Issues:
The Maryland Act Concerning Religion is important to you
because it allows you to freely practice your religion. You worry
that tobacco farming will take over and there will be no place for
small farmers in Maryland. Lord Baltimore seems to be more
interested in taxing you than helping you, but he rules the colony
well, or so it seems.
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Team Characters
Name:
Occupation:

Male Shipwright

Occupation Details:
You build ships in Annapolis. You came to Maryland as an
indentured servant, but after working off your time you went into
business for yourself. You have grown quite prosperous building ships
to transport goods around the Chesapeake Bay.
Residence in Maryland:
You live in Annapolis, in the center of Maryland, along the
Chesapeake Bay.
Character Background:
You came as an indentured servant from England. You were born
in Ireland, but moved to England to work on ships. You worked for
another shipwright in Liverpool, but you hoped to come to the New
World to go into business for yourself. You worked off your time as an
indentured servant, and now own a well-known boat building shop. You
are Catholic.
Relations with other Characters:
You do not know the Planter but you have heard of his successful
plantation. You dislike planters in general, because they do not work for
a living. You do not know the Slave or Male Indentured Servant, but you
have become friends with the Female Indentured Servant. She works for
the Tradesman right down the street. You do not know the Farmer, but
respect anyone who works for himself. You know the Tradesman very
well, as he is your friend. You also buy goods from him frequently. You
are on very good terms with the Merchant Captain because he is your
best customer. You are working on a new boat for him right now!
Important Issues:
The Maryland Act Concerning Religion is important to you. In
England, you could not practice Catholicism, and because you were
poor, it made life very difficult. The laws made by the Maryland
Assembly are important to you, because many of them govern shipping.
If shipping regulations restricts the merchants, they will be less likely to
become wealthy and buy more boats. Tobacco farming is important to
you because without the tobacco trade there will be less need for
shipping goods, and therefore, less need for your ships.
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Name:
Occupation:

Team Characters
Male Tradesman

Occupation Details:
You run a small store that supplies basic goods. You have a
good business but are not wealthy.
Residence in Maryland:
You live in Annapolis, and own a store right inside town.
Character Background:
You came from England because you thought you could make
a better living here. You had just enough money for the journey and
arrived in Maryland penniless. You worked odd jobs until you had
enough to start your store, and you are steadily becoming successful.
You are a member of the Anglican Church (Church of England).
Relations with other Characters:
The Planter sometimes buys things in your shop, but he
prefers to import goods from England. You do not know the Slave nor
the Male Indentured Servant, but you know the Female Indentured
Servant well because you paid off her bills and now she is indentured
to you. The Farmer sometimes comes to buy goods from you, and
you know him well, even though his German accent makes him hard
to understand. You are close friends with the Shipwright, and you
have a lot in common with him, despite his success. You sometimes
buy goods from the Merchant Captain to sell in your store. Usually
you buy things like nails and tools, which are not made in Maryland.
Important Issues:
The Maryland Act Concerning Religion affects you, although
you are a member of the Church of England and were allowed to
practice your faith in England, you now live in a Catholic colony, yet
may still worship your religion. Shipping costs and prices concern
you because you buy some goods from England to sell in your shop.
You do not feel strongly about tobacco growing. You hear a lot about
Lord Baltimore, and you think he should visit the colony. The ground
rent you pay him uses up a lot of your shop’s profits.
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Name:
Occupation:

Team Characters
Male Merchant Captain

Occupation Details:
You own your own merchant ship and make your living by
transporting tobacco to England, selling it, and buying goods to sell
in Maryland. You have earned enough money to pay the Shipwright to
build you another boat, so you can run two and make more money.
Residence in Maryland:
When not on your boat, you live in Annapolis.
Character Background:
You arrived in Maryland as the first mate of another ship. With
the money you had earned you left the ship and bought your own
skipjack. Since then you have become very a very successful captain.
You are a member of the Anglican Church.
Relations with other Characters:
You know the Planter well, because you often transport his
tobacco to English markets. You also import goods for him, as he
prefers to buy from England rather than buy things made in
Maryland. You have probably met the Slave once or twice but can not
remember for sure. You do not know the Male Indentured Servant.
You know the Female Indentured Servant and the Tradesman,
because you sometimes import goods for his shop where she works.
You do not know the Farmer; he does not buy anything from
England. You know the Shipwright well. He is making a new ship for
you, which will expand your business greatly.
Important Issues:
The Maryland Act Concerning Religion is not important to you.
You are a member of the Anglican Church, but even if you were not,
you could worship whatever religion you wanted at sea. The tobacco
trade is very important to you, because it is where your revenue
comes from. Without the tobacco trade you would not have any
money. You know nothing of Lord Baltimore and do not really care
what he does.
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